shown below for each of these models as realized with a generated of 100 teF·ms.
series Figure 1 . Generated ARCl> series, a<1>=0.a *** AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION *** K o:******************** 1:************** 2:********* 3:***** 4 :C.* 6:* o:******************** 1:**************** 2:*********** 3:***** If k parameters are to be fitted we consider a simplex in the k-dimensional parameter space formed by k+1 points. Each of these points has an associated value of F.
At least one of these points will have a worst (i.e. largest> value of F. A reasonable and simple choice for for an improvement in this worst value is a point lying in the direction of the straight line through the center of the remaining points of the simplex. This is the basic idea of the algorithm that replaces the "steepest descent" concept of derivative methods.
The new point is "better" than the "worst" then it replaces the "worst" point of the simplex and the process is repeated. If the point obtained by reflection is better than the "best" point of the simplex, then a new point is tried which is yet farther from the worst point along the same straight line at a distance determined by an expansion coefficient.
If the reflected point is worse than the worst point of the simplex, then this point is not accepted and we try a contracted new point given by
where the reflection coefficient 0 < b < 1.
Reflection usually occurs as convergence is approached. If the reflected point is better than the worst, then it replaces the the worst point and the process continues.
If the reflected point is worse than the worst then all points of the simplex are shrunk towards the best point i.e. each point, P, other than P[bestl is replaced by the midpoint between P and P[bestJ. This process will always converge to some point which is a local minimum. A Pascal program for the general use of the simplicial algorithm is given in [2] .. The series X is generated from 
AN EXAMPLE OF UNIVARIATE ESTIMATION
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